Rwot Otinga Atuka Ottoya, Lamogi’s cultural Chief warned the Education in Nebbi will ensure that good governance is upheld in the Albertine region. This in the long run to attain justice.

Religious leaders at this Forum however appealed to fellow leaders to use peaceful means to engage Government in elections outcomes and the ongoing discontent on matters of oil discovery in the Albertine region. This represents AAU and then for Women’s Rights where he will be hoping to effectively step into Harriet Gimbo’s big shoes!

Linda Nabusayi has said that the Head of State will not be blackmailed into signing some bills just to favour members of parliament. Unfortunately, the Legislators have since threatened not to pass the 2016/2017 financial year budget, unless the President signs the bill into law. However, the President’s press secretary Linda Nabusayi has said that the Head of State will refrain from decisions that are going to frustrate Uganda’s economy. We are losing billions of shillings in Tax exemptions which are in Millions of shillings, and yet the same tax regime imposes taxation on emoluments and benefits of all other public servants and low income earners.

Fredrick Kawooya, the Policy and Campaign Manager at ActionAid is optimistic that additional signatures will be secured in a period of one week.

We have mobilized citizens to append their signatures to this petition and in a period of one week, 2,821,909 citizens have signed. Tax justice today.

We wish CD the best and look forward to the returns from all these important meetings!